
Mino-based genealogy of the Yakuôji school: 

 

 

 

Kaneharu (兼春) 

Ôei (応永, 1394-1428) 

some sources date him around Chôroku (長禄, 1457-1460) 

and say that he was the son of Kaneyuki (兼行) 

 

 

 

Kanesuke (兼助)   Suketsugu 1
st
 gen. (助次) 

Bunmei (文明, 1469-1487), son of Kaneharu,  Shôchô (正長, 1428-1429), according to  

he came originally from Mino but moved later to  transmission the son of Kaneharu 

Mikawa province, it is said that he is the same smith  

as Kanesuke (兼助) who was active around Entoku  

(延徳, 1489-1492) in Mino  

      

Suketsugu 2
nd

 gen. (助次) Sukenaga (助長) 

     Entoku (延徳, 1489-1492)  Entoku (延徳, 1489-1492) 

     son of Suketsugu   son of Suketsugu, it is said  

that he moved later to Ômi 

      

      Suketsugu 3
rd

 gen. (助次) 

      Tenbun (天文, 1532-1555), it is also 

      said that he was the second son of a 

      not further differentiated Kaneharu (兼春) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bizen-based genealogy of the Yakuôji school: 

 

 

Sadayoshi (貞吉)    Kunimori (国盛) 

Hôtoku (宝徳, 1449-1452)    Ôei (応永, 1394-1428) 

according to transmission the son of a   according to transmission a descendant 

later generation Kongôgyôe Morikuni    of Nakahara Kunimune (中原国宗) 

who had moved to Mikawa province   called “Nakahra Heizaburô” (中原平三郎) 

  

 

 

Sadayoshi (貞吉)  Kunimori (国守)  Kunitsuna (国綱) 

Eishô (永正, 1504-1521), he was a  Ôei (応永, 1394-1428)  Eikyô (永享, 1429-1441), supposedy  

successor of the Sa school and is  supposedly the son of Nakahara   the son of Nakahara Kunimori, bore also 

therefore called “Mikawa-Sa”,  Kunimori (中原国盛)   the family name “Nakahara” 

signed the place name Kubara (久原) 

 

 

   

Sanemori (実守) 

son of Kunimori 

   

 

Sanemori (真守)   Narimune (業宗) Kuniyoshi (国吉) 

Bunmei (文明, 1469-1487), son of   Bunmei (文明, 1469-1487) Bun´an (文安, 1444-1449), supposedly 

Sanemori (実守), some say that he  supposedly the son of  the son of Nakahara Kunitsuna 

was active around Tenbun (天文, 1532-  Nakahara Kunitsuna 

1555) and that he was the 3rd generation 

after the aforementioned Sanemori (実守),      

signed the place name Ohara (小原) 

Yoshimitsu (吉光) 

       Chôkyô (長享, 1487-1489), others date 

       him around Bun´an, supposedly the son 

       of Nakahara Kuniyoshi, it is said that he 

       was the same smith as Takamitsu (孝満) 

 

 

 

Michiyoshi (通吉)  Yoshinori (吉則) 

Bunmei (文明, 1469-1487)  Meiô (明応, 1492-1501), according to 

    transmission the son of Yoshimitsu 


